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Gal-xAIxAs semiconductor lasers of double heterostructure were prepared. w-ith changing X
from O to 0.3?. fhe threshold.s of the l-aser d.iod.es obtained. were befow B x IO3 l/cn} in the
ooo
range of 693OI3i,r( gOOOL at room temperature and- below 6 x IO2 lfcnz j-n the range of 6200A

3 i.l 4

B5OOI at 77K with high reprod-ucibitity.
At room temperature, the lotrest threshold cument
d.ensity for 6930A was !.0 x 10J lfcn2. It was also found. that the change of the threshold.
current d-ensity was much slower in comparison with the results so far obtained..
1

) Introduction

By making use of double heterostructure, Hayashir I et aI. succeieded to reduce the threshotd
current density of GaAs l"asers. Since then, many studies have been d.one in the fleld of
seniconductor lasers along their l-ine. However, almost all of then have concerned- with the
heterostructure composed of GaAs active region, the results of r^ihich a:'e necessarily restricted.
to the wavelength out of the visible region. To the author's knowledge the shortest wavelength
attained at robm temperature is ?450i for Ga1-xAlxAs of the d-oub1e heterostru"to"".2) In the
present'paper i-s d.escribed the laser operati-ons of Gal-xAIxAs d.iod"es of which emissi.on band. are
extend.ed d.own to 5g2oi at room temperature and- to 62OOL at 77K. As a result of the d.ouble
heterostructure ad.opted, the threshold- current densj-ty is as l-ow as JAaOA/cnz and 3OOA/cm2 at
room temperature and- at JlK, respectively, and nearly constant throughout the ernission banil
.l

covered.
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^\ Fabrication
2J

Me;hgd

The double heterostructure wafers were grown by continuous epitaxial proces*l) rr"irrg a high

purity graphite boat which consists of five solution receptacles. The composition of each
solution is shown in Table 1, together with the composition and. the thickness of the resulting
solid- layers. The role of the pure Ga sol-ution in the second- receptacle is to prevent the
transportation of A1 in the first solution i-nto the thj-rd. receptacle where the active region is
grown. Glassy carbon was used- for the seed hold-er, so that d.roplets of the solution rrrould not
remain during epitaxlal process. The solid. compositions X1 and. X3 were estinated with the aid
of X-ray micro-a"nalysis, and- X2 was deterni-ned. fron the peak of laser emissj-on. Broad contacts
of Au-Ge and Au-Zn on the n- and p-sides, respectively, were formed- by the vapor d.eposition.
The dimensions of diod.es wete JO)/ J-ong x 25O,p wide x I5O/ thick.
3) Experi.mentat Resutts
Flgure I shows the experimental results of the relation between threshold. cument d.ensity
and. lasing wavelength, where the results of Kressel et af.3) for single heterostructure Gal-xAIxAs
lasers are also shown. It should. be noted that both the lasing wavelength and the threshoLd.
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current d.ensity are far below the
results obtai_ned. by Kressel et aI. i
f ) tne shortest lasing wavelength
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at roon temperature
al 77K. 2) alt threshold.s
are below B x 103 Lf cn2 and bel-ow
6 x ito2 Afcn? at room temperature and.
at llK, respectively. Furthernore, it
is seen that the rate of the emission
observed.oi= 6930e
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and. 6200A
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peak wavelength j-s nuch slower than
that in the case of single heterostruc--
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ture. The lowesto threshold. current
density for 6930A at room temperature
was 5 x 103 t/cnz and that ror 6zooi at
77K was IOOA/cn2. Figure 2 shows the
emission spectra of a diod.e in the
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vicinities 6_of 7f35i at room tenperature
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LASING WAVELENGTH A(A)
Fig. 1 Threshold. cument density as a
function of the lasi.ng wavelength at
roon temperature arld 77K

and of 67521. at llK for the current
d.ensity slightly above the threshold.s.
Several mod-es of oscilLation are
observed at room temperature, while at

a single moiLe oscillation is
observed. Sinilar results were obtained
for a number of d.iod.es fabricated. in the
77K

sarDe way.
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Fig. 2 &nission specrra of a laser diOde at
room tenperature and 77K
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